The wind energy potential at Ikeja (Lat. 6.35 N; Long. 3.20 E), Nigeria was statistically analyzed using three of the mostly utilized conventional Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) in order to determine which of these distributions would give the best means of analysis for wind in this particular location. The best fit test for these PDFs were determined from Akaike Information Criteria, Bayesian Information Criteria, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Cramer-von Mises statistics, Anderson-Darling Statistic, Mean Square Error and Chi-Square Test using Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Method of Moments as parameter estimates. The Weibull distribution gave the best fit in this location.
INTRODUCTION
Wind is a renewable form of energy which is abundant in many parts of the world [1] .The reasons for the development of wind as a renewable source of energy include higher demand and decline in fossil fuel reserves including the global warming issues associated with the fossil fuel utilization [2] . Wind speed which is the movement of air in the atmosphere at a particular time is a random variable and is usually measured using anemometer. The easiest and most direct means of determining wind speed distributions in different locations is to set up a measurement station at each location with facilities, instruments and equipment's for observing this important atmospheric parameter which could be used to provide reliable information for weather forecasts and to study weather and climate [3] .
The modeling of wind speed variation is an essential requirement in the estimation of wind energy for any particular location [4] . In the earlier works on statistical modeling of wind speed variation, much consideration has been given to the two-parameter Weibull distribution (shape parameter and scale parameter) because it has been found to fit a wide collection of wind data [5] . For example, in the evaluation of wind energy potential in Nigeria, the Weibull distribution has been well utilized [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The dimensionless shape parameter describes how the data are distributed, while the scale parameter defines the position of the Weibull curve relative to the threshold [12] . However, other probability density functions apart from that of Weibull including Gamma and Lognormal shall also be included in the analysis utilized in this work in order to be able to determine how well they too could accurately fit the wind speed data in this location. The corresponding cumulative distribution function of the Weibull distribution [13] was given as:
Gamma distribution
The probability density function of gamma for wind speed, , with two parameters was given by [14] as:
where:  is shape parameter;  -scale parameter;  -gamma function;  -wind speed.
The cumulative distribution function of gamma [15] was also expressed as:
where: K is shape parameter; θ -scale parameter; Γgamma function;
x -value at which wind speed is estimated.
Lognormal distribution
The probability density function of lognormal distribution [16] was given as:
where:  is shape parameter; µ-scale parameter;  -wind speed.
The cumulative distribution function was also expressed as:
where the error function "erf" is defined as:
METHODOLOGY
Wind speed data at a height of 10 m obtained from the Nigerian Meteorological Agency (NIMET), Lagos for Ikeja (Lat. 6.35 N; Long. 3.20 E), which is one of the coastal areas in Nigeria where wind speeds were deemed to be highest in the southern region of the country, were analyzed using statistical approach including three of the conventional probability density functions (Weibull, Gamma and Lognormal distribution). The distribution that gives the best fit for the wind speed data in this location were also determined using various methods of goodness of fit tests which are based on Empirical distribution functions.
Goodness of fit tests
The evaluation of the goodness of fit test is a very important process in the determination of the best distribution. The goodness of fit measures the compatibility of a random sample with a theoretical probability distribution function [17] . Seven different types of goodness of fit tests were utilized in this work to determine the best distribution function for the wind data at Ikeja which include: Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Bayesian information criteria (BIC), Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS), Cramer-von Mises statistic (CvMs), Anderson-Darling Statistic (ADS), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Chi-Square Statistic   2  .
Akaike Information Criteria (AIC)
AIC is usually used to measure the goodness of fit for a statistical model and also provides the means for comparison among models. The model with the minimum AIC value gives the best fit [18] and was given as:
where: L is likelihood; k -number of parameter in the fitted model.
Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC)
The BIC is closely related to AIC and it chooses the model with the highest probability by using the Bayesian frame work. The BIC is also known as Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (SBC) and the model with the minimum BIC value gives the best model fit of the parameters estimated [18] as:
BIC=-2log (L) + k log (n) (9) where: L is likelihood; k -number of parameters; n -number of observations in the fitted model.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test)
The K-S test is based on the maximum difference between the hypothetical and the empirical cumulative distributions (FE) and if the result of the test is lower than a critical value, the fit to the distribution is considered to be good [19] , with the minimum value selected as the best since it will indicate that the samples are drawn from the same distribution. The K-S test was originally presented as a goodness of fit test by [20] together with a critical value table. The empirical cumulative probability distributions function was given as:
where: E(i) is number of points smaller than x, with x values sorted from smallest to largest; n -number of data points.
Cramer-von Mises statistics (CvMs)
The CvMs is a criterion for judging the goodness of fit of a cumulative distribution function when compared to a given empirical distribution function, or for comparing two empirical distributions [21] and was given as:
where: 2 w is Cramer-von Mises statistics; * F -theoretical distribution; n F -the empirical observed distribution; * dF -differential of the theoretical distribution.
The Anderson -Darling Statistic (ADS)
The ADS is a general test to compare the fit of an observed cumulative distribution function [22] . This test gives more weight to the tails than the K-S test and was given as:
where: n is the sample size; () FX-cumulative distribution function for the specified distribution;
i -the ith sample, calculated when the data is sorted in ascending order.
Mean Square Error (MSE)
The MSE or mean squared deviation of an estimator measures the average of the squares of the errors or deviation, that is the difference between the estimator and what is estimated [23] . It is always non negative and the values that are closer to zero are taken as being better. MSE are generally written as:
where: n is number of observations; i y -value returned by the model; i y  -actual value for data point i.
Chi-Square Test was used to determine if a sample comes from a population with a specific distribution [17] . This test is applied to binned data, so the value of the test statistic depends on how the data is binned. This test is available for continuous sample data only and is given as:
where:
i O is observed frequency for bin i; i E -expected frequency for bin i calculated by:
where: F -cumulative distribution functions of the probability distribution being tested; 2 , x x i are limits for bin i.
Parameter estimation
There are a number of well-known methods which can be used to estimate distribution parameters based on available sample data [24] .
The methods used for the estimation of distribution of parameters for the Weibull, Gamma and Lognormal distributions utilized in the analysis of the wind speed data analyzed in this work are the Maximum likelihood Estimates (MLE) and Method of Moments (MOM).
Weibull shape and scale parameters based on MLE
The MLE Weibull shape and scale parameters [25] were computed as:
where: k is shape parameter; c -scale parameter;
i v -wind speed in time step; n -the number of non-zero wind speed data.
Weibull shape and scale parameters based on MOM
The Weibull shape and scale parameters based on MOM [26] were computed as:
where: k is shape parameter; c -scale parameter; v  -mean wind speed; S 2 -wind speed variance;  -gamma function.
The wind speed variance formula can also be presented as:
where n is the number of samples.
Gamma shape and scale parameters based On MLE
The Gamma shape and scale parameters based on the MLE [24] were computed by simultaneously solving the following equations: 
where: n is number of samples;  -digamma function;
i v -wind speed in time step i;
_ v -mean wind speed; α -shape parameter; β -scale parameter;
The digamma function was also calculated using the equation:
Gamma shape and scale parameters based on MOM
The gamma shape and scale parameters based on MOM [27] were computed in a similar way to the expressions which could be written as:
where: α is shape parameter; β -scale parameter; v  -mean wind speed; S -standard deviation.
Lognormal Shape and Scale parameters based On MLE
The Lognormal shape and scale parameters based on MLE were computed according to [14, 16] as:
where:  is shape parameter;  -scale parameter; N -number of total data; i v is the i-th value of the wind speed data.
Lognormal shape and scale parameters based on MOM
The Lognormal shape and scale parameters based on MOM [28] were computed as:
where:  is shape parameter;  -scale parameter; n -number of total data; i v -the i-th value of wind speed data.
Power density distribution and mean power density
The wind energy, wind E [1] in atmospheric flow (i.e. the kinetic energy of the air, 2 
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0 v  advected with the wind) was given as:
where, r A is the area of the wind rotor.
In a similar way, the wind power, ) (v P [5] flowing with a mean speed, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of data showed that the yearly mean wind speed for this period of study at Ikeja ranged from 7.3 m/s -11.8 m/s with an average mean wind speed of 9.5 m/s as presented in Table 1 . Seven (7) of the years during this period of study have their mean wind speeds greater than 9. However, the year 2009 (6.7 m/s) has the least mean wind speed for this period of study. It was also observed that amongst the various months of the years considered in this study (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) , the greatest wind speed occurred in August, 2007 (15.4 m/s) which was also the month with the greatest mean wind speed (11.8 m/s) for this period of study as shown in Figure 2 . The yearly mean wind speed range of 5.6 m/s was also observed for this period of study as presented in Table 2 and six (6) Table 3 for this period of study, with five (5) of these months having a mean wind speed range greater than this value: August (7.4 m/s), March (6.8 m/s), January (6.1 m/s), July (6.0 m/s) and September (6.0 m/s) as shown in Figure 3 . The results of the various methods of determining the goodness of fit tests for the conventional Probability Density Functions (PDFs) showed that the Weibull distribution gave the best estimates in terms of efficiency of performance amongst the three (3) distributions considered. The Weibull distribution performed best for AIC, BIC, KS and CvMs by having the least values from the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and also performed best for 2  with the least value for the Method of Moments (MOM).
The log-normal only performed best for MSE when MOM was utilized due to the fact that the value obtained for the scale parameter was less than 1 (one) as presented in Table 4 . This result showed that it was Weibull distribution that gave the best fit in this location, followed by the gamma distribution, while the lognormal distribution had the least performance. This was due to the fact that gamma distribution appears to have the next least errors to Weibull distribution in all the methods used to evaluate the goodness of fit tests except in MSE. The monthly values for the shape (k) and scale (c) parameters for Weibull distribution using MLE are 4. Also, the monthly values for k and c parameters for the gamma distribution using MOM are 17.7 and 1.9 m/s respectively, while the yearly values for these k and c parameters were 47.3 and 5.0 m/s respectively as presented in Table 6 . The monthly values for k and c parameters for the log-normal distribution using MLE are 2.2 and 0.3 m/s respectively, while the yearly values of both k and c were 2.2 and 0.2 m/s respectively. Also the monthly values for k and c parameters for the log-normal distribution using MOM are 2.2 and 0.2 m/s respectively, while the yearly values for these k and c parameters were 2.2 and 0.2 m/s respectively, which are the same as their monthly values as presented in Table 7 . The mean power density for Ikeja was calculated using equation 31 as presented in Table 8 . The mean monthly mean power density showed a range of 237.4 -1002.7 W/m 2 with the month of August having the highest mean power density value and the month of December having the least value as shown in Figure 4 . The mean power density potential for Ikeja from an average mean speed of 9.5 m/s was calculated as 553.5 W/m 2 for the period of this study. 
CONCLUSION
The wind speed data at Ikeja were analyzed using statistical approach including the 2-parameter Weibull distribution (shape parameter and scale parameter), gamma distribution and lognormal distribution. Amongst these three distributions the one that gives the best fit for the wind speed data was also determined using various methods of goodness of fit tests including Akaike Information Criteria, Bayesian Information Criteria, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Cramer-von Mises Statistics, Anderson Darling Statistic, Mean Square Error and Chi-square Test.
The yearly mean wind speed value obtained for Ikeja during the period of study was 9.5 m/s with the year 2007 having the highest mean wind speed (11.4 m/s) and the year 2009 (6.7 m/s) with the least mean wind speed. Also, the month with the greatest mean wind speed occurrence was August, 2007 (15.4 m/s).
The results of the various methods of determining the goodness of fit tests for the conventional Probability Density Functions (PDFs) showed that the Weibull distribution gave the best estimates in terms of efficiency of performance amongst the three (3) distributions considered. It also performed best for AIC, BIC, KS and CvMs using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation.
The value of the mean power density calculated for the mean wind speed at Ikeja on monthly basis showed a range of 237.4 -1002.7 W/m 2 with the month of August having the highest mean power density value, while the month of December had the least value. This showed that the wind power class for Ikeja varies from class 4 to 8 [30] . However, the mean power density potential for this location was obtained as 553.5 W/m 2 for the period of this study and this area could be classified as been suitable for wind turbine application with a wind power class of 7.
